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ABSTRACT

( It is shown that the two-loop Kac-Moody algebra is equivalent to a two variable loop algebra
anua decoupled /3~7 system. Similarly WZNW and CSW models having us algebraic structure
the Kac-Moody algebra are equivalent to an infinity of versions of the corresponding ordinary
models and decoupled abelian fieldsT~\
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Infinite dimensional extensions of the chiral algebras appearing lit Conformai Field Theories
received a lot of attention recently. The general feature of these extensions is the dependence of
the currents on an additional variable besides -z, the chiral coordinate on the 2-D world sheet.
These new algebras [1] include the different versions of TVoo[2,3] and the two loop Kac-Moody
(KM)[4,5,6,7,8].

One version of the two loop K-M algebra was introduced in ref. [4] in the context of a WZNW
type of model having as target space an infinite dimensional group manifold which, under a
Hamiltonian reduction procedure, gives rise to the conformai affine Toda model (CAT)[9j.
Under a similar line of reasoning a Chern-Simons theory associated to the same algebraic
structure was also considered in ref.[7j.

For the Ww type algebra it was pointed out by WittenjlO] that there is a natural geo-
metric interpretation in terms of symplectic diffeomorpfàsms oi the cotangent bundle T*S of a
Riemann surface S. The second variable is therefore intrinsically linked to z. Such an interpre-
tation is lacking for two-loop KM algebras. We suspect that in this case the two variables can
be decoupled. The main result of this paper is to show that this is indeed true. The two-loop
KM algebra can be decomposed by a redefinition of currents into a two variable loop algebra,
with two central extensions, and a {3-y system.

As a reflection of this algebraic fact the WZNW and CSW models based on KM algebras
are shown to be equivalent to an infinite number of copies, labeled by an additional variable,
of the ordinary (based on Lie algebra) versions of the corresponding models and decoupled sets
of abelian fields.

Let us start with the algebraic treatment. The two-loop KM algebra is defined by the
following commutation relations[4]

D(x)*J?(v)] = rnJ?(y)6(x-y)
[C{x))D(y)] = i±-dj(x-y)

Mx - y)6m,-n m,_n (1)

(2)

( 3 )

(4)

where f*b are the structure constants of a finite semisimple Lie algebra G, while tjai, is the
Killing form of Q (yah = Hr(TaTb), Ta being the generator of Q) and n,m € 2 .

We will consider (l)-(4) as the algebra of equal time commutators of the currents with
the spatial variable x being on a circle of radius 1, and the currents satisfying the periodic
boundary conditions J^(x + 2TT) = J™(x), C(x + 2?r) = C(x) and D(x + 2TT) = D{x).
Using the fact that C(x) commutes with «/u

m(ar) we can define a new set of currents by

r(*) = JT(*)«píÇE71« (5)

where Cr are the modes of C(x), i.e.

Í \ •*• V^1 /- i — t r i
(G)



The zero mode Co is not included in the transformation (5) in order to respect the periodicity
properties of J™(x). Notice that the transformation (5) is defined on a given representation
mid not on the abstract algebra. Using (l)-(4) and the identity

one obtains

f(y)dj{x - y) - dJ(y)S(x - y)

= 0

0)

,-n (S)

(9)
(10)

where Dr are the modes of D{x), i.e. , D(x) = ^ E J l . ^ Dre~xrz. Do is the operator measuring
the "momenta" in in an usual KM algebra[ll]. Formulae (8)-(10) show that the C-D system
is decoupled from the J's.Introducing £ as a conjugate variable to T«,J(X, X) obeys an algebra
(Eq.(S)) completely symmetric in ar,i . Co commutes with all the operators, i.e., acts like a
second central extension in the algebra of J's.

For certain classes of representations one of the central extensions can be removed as we
now show. In order to do that we have to make specific assumptions about the groups and
classes of representations. We study algebras based on a compact Lie group and we limit
ourselves to unitary, highest weight representations for the J™{x) currents (we will discuss the
possibility for the decoupled D — C system afterwaids). Decomposing 3™(x) in its modes as
j'Jl(x) = ~ ZS-oo 3™'re~xrj:

1 we see from (8) that we can require the highest weight state to be
annihilated by all the operators corresponding to (m, r) in a half plane limited by mC0-[-rfc > 0.
Then we can use a slight extension of the standard argumentjll] leading to the quantization
of h. Consider the SU{2) subalgcbras generated by (Weyl-Cartan basis)

n-1,0J-a k)

and
£0.1

(11)

(12)

The unitary, highest weight representations of the algebra (S-10) wiiJ break into unitary, highest
weight representations of these subalgebras. Since ^(a.HOtO + k) and ^(a.ifOl° + Co) play
the role of 2I3, their eigenvalues must be integers. But since for a given weight /i, 2/i.a/a2 is
also an integer, one concludes that k and Co must be integers (when the squared length of the
highest root is normalized to 2). Such an integral Co can be removed from the algebra, as we
now show.

Consider the relabeling of the pair of indices (m,7*) defined by

(13)

where M = I . j ; «,ÍÍ,C,Í/ € 2 and detM = 1. The last condition is needed in order

make the transformation one to one. We define then new currents by

Using (8) and (13) the new currents satisfy the algebra

(15)

with

( C o

am? where we have used the fact that Sm'+n'flbr'+s'fl — ̂ m+ii.ô r+j.u (if detM ^ 0).
We discuss separately the two possibilities:

1. k is a divisor of C'o. So one can choose a = 1, h = 0, c = —G'o/k and d — 1. Then k' — k
and C'o = 0. Analogously if Co is a divisor of k one can choose a = k/Co, h — 1, c &= — 1
and d = 0. Then one gets k' = Co and again C o = 0.

2. If Co/k is rational, i.e., Co = lp and k s= lq with (p>q) relative primes, one chooses a — q
and c = —p with 6 and d satisfying dç+bp — 1, which always has a solution. One then
gets Jfc' = / and C'o = 0.

Consequently the last term on the r.h.s. of (15) can always be transformed away reducing (15)
to a very similar structure as given in [5],

Introducing the currents

one can then write (15) as

where 6(x - y) = £ Em=-oo e1"1**"*' = ££=_«, 6{x -y + 2?rn). This indicates that the algebra
is decomposed into an infinity of decoupled ordinary KM algebras and a decoupled D — C
system (except for their zero modes which are still coupled to the ordinary KM's, having the
role mentioned above).

The highest weight representation of (IS) is constructed by applying jj(x) on the highest
weight state | A(x) > characterized by

= 0 • (13)

where a is a positive root of the underlying finite Lie algebra, and

where Ji{.(x) correspond to the Car tan stibalgcbra generators. The "distribution of weights"
\(x) is arbitrary, being limited by the condition

J \{x)dx = (21)

= 31 (14)
where A is a weight of the ordinary Lie algebra.

For the decoupled D — C system we have two options



1. A unitary representation, which however will not lie highest weight, in terms of the modes
of a scalar field ip, C{x) being identified with Õsip and D(x) with ilv (the conjugate
momentum).

2. A non unitary highest weight representation in terms of a fi — 7 system[14], C(x) being
identified with dx{i and D(x) witii 7.

We remark that the delta function normalization in (18) shows that irreducible representa-
tions (irreps) of that algebra can not be constructed by just taking infinite products of ordinary
KM irreps. One can convince oneself of that by considering the algebra (15) (with C'Q = 0)
with the integers in and n varying from — N to JV and the sum modulo 2iV -f- 1. Making a
discret version of the transformation (17) one obtains (IS) with a Kronecker delta and central
term ,,^+1. Therefore by taking the limit N —* 00 one sees (15) is equivalent to an infinity of
ordinary KM algebras with vanishingly small central extension.

We now show that the algebraic decomposition discussed above can be implemented in the
WZNW model having as current algebra the two loop KM[4]. The arguments are not entirely
rigorous but show the essential features of the factorization.

The ordinary Lie algebra underlying the standard WZNW model is replaced by a KM
algebra with commutations relations

[rf.27] = mT™

and trace form

' i T ) = gab ; 6m+nja Tr(cd) = 1

TV(rfrf) = Tr(cc) = Tr(cT™) = TV(Í?T™) = Ü

Detiniug formally a group element g by

g = exp (t E ^ " « -

The WZNW action is defined by

+ ific +

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(2G)

.)) = k Q- (27)

Since the global properties of the group defined by (26) are not known it is not clear at this
stage if k should be quantized and what are the conditions on the zero modes of ft, /?, and 7
which would make g single valued on the two dimensional manifold S. The action (27) leads
to the conservation of the left and right handed currents õ~gg~l and g~ld+g. Their Poisson
brackets lead to the "two-loop affine algebra" for J{z) — £„,,„,(, i/"1*./̂ '̂ )?*,**"1 + D(z)c+C(z)d
where : 6 H .

In order to facilitate some of the manipulations which will follow it is convenient to present
the algebra as equal time commutators with spatial variable x being on a circle of radius 1

(i.e. 2 = eir) and the discrete index m with its conjugate variable x £ (0,27r). This amounts
to defining

Ux,x) = ± £ j ; ' (*)e-W (28)
- " m~-oo

The two-loop KM algebra (l)-(4) will be then

(Ja(x, x), Jb(y, y)] = if&cfa x)6(x - y)6(x - y) + ikgabdx6(x - y)6(x - y)

+C(x)S(x-y)gal,d±S(x-y)

= ikdx6(x-y)
[C(x),Ja(y)y)] = 0

(29)

(30)
(31)
(32)

We return now to the action (27). A general group element g can be factorized, using the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff theorem as follows

g ~ e

= exp (i J dxTa{x)f>
a{x)j exp (ific + i7i/) = §tg2 (33)

wliere pa(x) is the composite parameter, in the ordinary Lie group sense (at each point x
separately) of the parameters cra{x) and oa(x — 7); aa being the solution of the differential
equation

(

with the matrix M(x) being defined as

(35)

We do not reproduce the rather involved expression of fl in terms of or, /j , 7 which is not esaenthil
for our argument. We use now the Polyakov-Wiegmaiin identity[15]

S(g2) + ^ (3G)

Notice that d-(jig-il is a linear combination of the d and c generators. Although £1 is an
exponential of a linear combination of Ta(x)'s only, gjld+(ji contains terms also in the direction
of c. So, according to (25), the last term on the r.h.s. of (30) apparently does not vanish.
However we can make it to vanish as follows. Write

Since r / t is a vector in 2-D one can write it as

T(1 = O^A + e

(37)

(38)



Redefining y in (33) as y = yxy2 = g\</2 with

one gets

(39)

(40)

g\ xd$g\ + ff{~lc?i5| does not contain any term in the directionIt then follows that g\ ld+g\
of c. Consequently the overlap term in (3C) will vanish. Moreover due to the properties of
the trace form (25), S(t}\) does not get any contribution of terms in the direction of c and
therefore it could lie equivalently generated by an algebra of T™ with c (and also d) put to
zero (so called loop algebra, and which is consistent with the Jacobi identities being a direct
product of decoupled ordinary Lie algebras at each point x). Finally S(y>) is simply

(41)

., a pair of scalar fieds coupled ofF-diagonally.
The current algebra that the two-loop decoupled actions (36) would lead to is therefore

» *), My, V)] = *(* - y) (ifüt
lC(x)tD(y)} = ikdj(x-y)

x) + ikyabd£8{x - y))
(42)

all other commutators, including [D , ja] vanishing.
Now, since (27) and (3G) represent the same model, we expect the algebras (29)-(32) and

(42) to be equivalent. As we mentioned before the above argument is not rigorous since the
measure is not under control and the zero modes may be shared between ?j\ and </2 leading to
a failure of the factorization.

Let us now study the factorization from the point of view of Chern-Simons-Witten (CSW)
Liigrangeans. As discussed in ref.[12,13] a three dimensional CSW Lagrangcan based on a
Lie algebra Q lias a gauge invariant Hilbert space related to the Hubert space of the two-
dimensional WZNW model built on Q and therefore to the representation of the current algebra
Ç. Motivated by this connection, in ref.[7] a CSW Lagrnngean based on the KM algebra (22)-
(24) was proposed. The gauge fields associated with Tu"

1, c and d respectively are (-4,,)^, D^
and C[t. It is convenient to replace the discrete index m by a continuous periodic variable
x e (0,27T) through

Then the CSW action proposed in [7] can be rewritten as

2

1
AIH.A', + -U *, + - Ofi.) + cJ^A

(43)

(44)

where M is a three dimensional manifold. The gauge fields /lj(a,x) should therefore be single
valued on M ®Sl. In the generating functional 2 , which is given by

Z = J dAdBdCcikS

the integration over B leads to the delta function:

This implies that

C, =

(45)

(40)

(47)

where 0P are constants and c\(x) is single valued on M. Inside the generating functional (45)
the action kS takes the form

£ J f
Performing now the transformation

(Ã,.(i))i

we obtain for the generating functional (45)

Z =

(48)

(40)

J ) W U J

where C/t stands for the Cfl field whithout the zero mode 8tt and where we have reinserted the
integration over B^

^ Â ; (si)

Notice that the Jacobian of the transformation (49) is one. We have therefore shown that under
the above transformations the generating functional factorizes into two parts, one containing
the B — C system and the other the A- 8 system.

Let us now consider the transformation properties of S under the gauge transformation

o ( 5 2 )

Actually the action (51) is automatically invariant under the infinitesimal form of (52). Under
the full finite transformation one gets the additional terms

(53)I
JM&S



If y represents a nontrivial mapping from M to the Lie group G the first integral does not vanish
and in order that the path integral will be invariant under G, we need to have k quantized,
i.e.fc e Z . In a similar way choosing M = Sl(xi)0Mrs if </(xM,:r) is a nontrivial mapping from
the manifold M^ © £ ' ( ^ ) to G we also need to quantize 9fn i.e. 6^ £ £ . Therefore k and 0M

should be integers. The situation becomes particularly symmetric on a torus. We shall now
proceed in steps. First we perform a linear reparamctrination involving only coordinates xM by
a matrix N with integral coefficients and determinant one. Under such a trans formation the
first two terms in (51) are invariant, while the third term induces a transformation on 9^ i.e.

G^-[N-l)^fiv (54)

Using tin's transformation, 9^ can be oriented along one of the directions, e.g. 6\ ̂  0, #2 —
0, = 0. We next define a transformation of coordinates

(55)

with integral parameters u,bycyd and unit determinant. If A' and 9\ have a maximal common
divisor /, i.e. k = Ik and 6X = W\ with k and $i being relatively primes, we define

J /„. ~\ — T. I (.J .r.'\ (G.p:\

4- • fa: x) = -I [x' x') (57)

with a = ky b = Bx and c, d are integral solutions of kd — 6xc — 1 which always exist. Then the
action (51) can be rewritten as

= è J (58)

i.e. the standard CSW model with x labelling decoupled gauge fields. A strange feature of the
action (58) is the summation over the coupling constant / due to its implicit dependence on
the 9fl which arc dynamical degrees of freedom.

The decoupled nature of (5S) proves again our conjecture, namely, the gauge invariant
Hubert space corresponding to (4S) is related to the Hilbcrt space of decoupled WZNW mod-
els. Therefore the Hubert space of the KM WZNW model in its original formulation (44) is
isomorphic to the Hubert space of decoupled ordinary WZNW models.

Finally let us comment on the possible applications of the above constructions to the study
of conformai models. As shown in ref.[4] the CAT model can be obtained by Hamiltonian
reduction from the WZNW model based on KM algebras. It will be very interesting to investi-
gate the consequences of the factorization of the two-loop KM algebra to the CAT model. This
could perhaps lead to a better understanding of CAT models and its re la t ionship to ordinary
Toda field theories.

A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s One of us (A.S.) would like to thank IPT-UNESP for the warm
hospitality extended to him.
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